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INTRODUCTION
In Memoriam Mila Rainof, MD
Margaret Drickamer, MD
Associate Professor of Medicine, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven,
Connecticut
Since 1839, Yale medical students have been writing theses as part of their professional
training. It is an introduction to the practice of original research, a demanding and sometimes
exhausting pursuit. The thesis project promotes a tenacity well suited for the practice of
medicine. The thesis advisor has a challenging role as well — one that can only be filled by
an individual whose dedication to research is matched with a patience for mentoring stu-
dents.
In a dedicated commentary included in this issue of the journal, Margaret Drickamer, MD,
Associate Professor of Medicine at Yale University, shares her account of one advisor’s re-
lationship to a maturing clinician-scholar. Mila Rainof, MD, was a member of the Yale School
of Medicine 2008 graduating class. She died tragically in April 2008, just months prior to
beginning an emergency medicine residency in Oakland, California.
By including Drickamer’s commentary with Rainof’s thesis abstract, the Yale Journal of Bi-
ology and Medicine honors Rainof’s memory and also celebrates the professional work and
scholarly life that took form during her relationship with her thesis advisor.
The Yale School of Medicine has established the Mila Rainof, MD, Memorial Fund in her
honor.
Mila brought to her research the same
spontaneous excitement and artless curiosity
she brought to the rest of her life. And she
approached her life with the same careful at-
tention with which she addressed her work.
DECIDING ON A MENTOR/TOPIC
From the beginning, Mila was more in-
terested in the process of doing her thesis
than in the outcome, per se. For her, one of
the most important steps had been choosing
a mentor. She had varied experiences with
mentors in the past and knew what she
needed. Mila did not need a taskmaster; she
knew how to get things done. She didn’t
even feel that she needed someone known
for research abilities. She wanted someone
who could help her grow through the
process. I was honored and intrigued by how
she “found” me, and why I fit her bill.
She approached the thesis as a way to
gain academic skills that would be useful to
her later and, at the same time, contribute to
the care of older patients.The decision not to
do lab research was self-evident. The deci-
sion to learn more about statistics was made
hesitantly, but she knew it would stand her
in good stead. Mostly, she wanted her thesis
to be about people. While she was excited
about the process, she had other ambitions
for her time at medical school and did notplan to pursue a fifth year, so she chose to
develop her own piece of an on-going proj-
ect.
CREATING THE PROJECT
Mila was both skilled and, as always,
efficient in reviewing the literature. She was
masterful in her ability to search the litera-
ture, narrow it to what was relevant and keep
it broad enough to understand the context of
her project. Being Mila, she had done this
before our first meetings. She hadn’t just
copied the articles, she read them and syn-
thesized them. She had read through the
project she was to piggyback and had her
questions ready. She never pretended to
know something she didn’t, and, although
always self-effacing in her manner, she al-
ways insisted on fully grasping what was at
hand.
Forming a testable hypothesis was
harder for her. She had a holistic feeling for
people, but selecting a specific research
question that would be answerable by statis-
tics was alien to her thinking. The process
can be frustrating and far more time con-
suming than one would think. It is iterative
and often circular. But without doing it well,
the rest is a waste of time. Mila met this
challenge and grew from the experience.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Never afraid of “grunt” work, Mila was
prepared before the major project was in
progress, but once the project had started,
she was quickly swallowed up by clinical
medicine. She got a good taste of data col-
lection and, as always, loved the interaction
with the patients. Analysis was more diffi-
cult, and she was dependent on the kindness
of others in the crunching of numbers. An-
other step in her professional growth was
coming to grips with what the data said —
and what it didn’t say. Stating a hypothesis
frames one’s expectations of what the results
will be. This is both the strength and weak-
ness of the “scientific method.” With the
data, one can show there is a relationship,
but not necessarily infer causality from that
relationship. Mila’s data showed there were
discrepancies between caregiver perceptions
and a validated tool. On the other hand, it
did not tell her what the “right” answer was,
as much as she may have wanted it to. It was
an epiphany when she came to understand
this.
PRESENTATION
Putting oneself on the line, standing
next to a poster as people comment and
question, putting it in writing for others to
read and criticize, submitting it to journals
to be rejected or accepted — the research
process is not easy. It is exciting when it
goes well and devastating when it doesn’t,
and Mila felt both of these emotions. Those
people who gave constructive criticism and
asked pertinent and probing questions
helped Mila shape her thinking about the in-
formation she had gathered. It is a demand-
ing and maturing process to take from these
experiences what is healthy and leave be-
hind what is destructive.This was one of the
hardest lessons she learned, but she learned
it — and learned it with a smile.
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